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To the Reader:

Anyone who knows the Cascade Head-Salmon River area, or who loves
those areas where mountain, forest, and sea meet, will be interested
in this report.

We believe the outstanding qualities of this area should be protected
and enhanced. Present classifications of the Research Natural area
and Experimental Forest under Secretary of Agriculture Regulations
plus the other available classification options under this authority
offer an ideal means to provide the protection and recognition of the
unique features that are present if the area is included within the
National Forest. I agree with the general conclusions reached by the
report and by Supervisor Moore in his memorandum of June 22, 1972
to the Regional Forester. A copy of Mr. Moore's memorandum is
attached.

Although the addition of the Cascade Head-Salmon River area to the
Siuslaw National Forest appears to be the best alternative for
protecting the area, this should not be construed as an official
position of the Administration on possible legislation to effect
such an addition.

JOHN R. McGUIRE
Chief, Forest Service

Enclosure -

Redacted for privacy
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICS

SILJSLAW NATIONAL FOREST
P.O. BOX t148. CORVALLIS. OREGON 733O

REPLY 70: 5500 June 22, 1972

SUBJECT: Cascade Head - Salmon River

TO: Regional Forester, R-6

Enclosed for your review and approval is the Congressionally requested
study of the Cascade Head - Salmon River area. Briefly summarized, our
recommendations for the non-1ational Forest lands in each unit are as
follows:

1. Estuary and Associated Wetlands

We believe this unit should be managed for the protection and per-

petuation of the fish and wildlife, scenic, and research - educational
values. Dispersed recreation such as waterfowl hunting, non-motorized
boating, and sport fishing should be allowed, as should the grazing of
livestock and forage production. All lands in this unit except those
prevently developed or improved should e acquired in fee even if it
involves using the Power of Eminent Domain.

2. Lower Slope - Disersed Residential

This unit should be managed to maintain the scenic, soil and water-
shed, and fish and wildlife values, while allowing dispersed residential
occuoancy, intensive recreation, and agricultural use. Lands in this
unit should be acauired in fee whenever.a willing seller relationship
exists. As an alternative to fee ownership, partial land interests
should be acquired.

3. Upper Timbered Slope

This unit should he managed to protect the scenic qualities, fish
and wildlife, and boil and watershed values, while allowing extensive rec-
reation, research - educational activities, and restricted ti±er produc-
tion and management and associated roads. The lands in this unit should
be acquired in fee through either direct purchase or land exchange. As an
alternative to fee cwnership, partial land interests or cooperative agree-
ments should be entered into.

Headlands

This unit ShOuld be managed for its scenic qualities, fish and wild-
life, watershed and soil values, while afloiing extensive rereation,
research and educational activities, and restricted timber production.
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The lands in this unit should be acquired in fee whenever possible. Par-
tial land interests and cooperative agreements should be entered into
when fee ownership is not possible.

5. Coastline

This area should be managed to protect and maintain the scenic and
wildlife values. Extensive recreation, of the day-us.e type, and research -
educational activities should be allowed. All lands in this unit should
be acquired in fee, unless landowners would agree to partial land interests
or cooperative agreements.

6. Sand Dune and Spit

This unit should be managed to protect arid maintain its scenic and
natural qualities, while allowing extensive recreation and educational
nature study type activities. Partial land interests or cooperative agree-
ments should be acquired from the only private landowner in the unit. Fee

ownership by the United States should not be necessary in this unit.

I would like to take this opportunity to further clarify and discuss some

of our feelings regarding the study area.

We believe the existing classified areas of National Forest land within
the study area; Neskowin Crest Research Natural Area, Cascade Head Scenic
Arc, and tho Cascade Head Experimental Forest should continue to be man-
aged i-or trio respective purposes 1-or wtiich tney were esaDiishe.

Many groups and individuals have emphasized the need for Congressional
Classification of the area into a Scientific - Educational Area, or some-
thing similar. I am strongly opposed to any type of Congressional Class-
ification for this area. I firmly believe that we, the Forest Service,
have the latitude within the existing laws and regulations to manage this
area in a way which recognizes the unique combination of natural values
found here.

There are, however, two items which will require Congressional action.
The first and most obvious is the extension of the Forest boundary, as
described in the attachment to this memorandum. The entire report is

predicated on this action. You will notice that we have included a few
areas within the Recorrmended Forest Boundary Adjustment that were not
within the study area boundary. This was done for two reasons: (1) So

we could keep the recommended boundary along legal subdivisional property
lines while still encompassing those lands whch we feel should be under
public ownershiD or management, and (2) So we could avoid severing an
individual's property. By this I mean including or excluding entire owner-
ships whenever possible. I do not believe that the inclusion of these
lands weakens any of the points made in the report.
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The second item which I believe requires specific Congressional action is
an authorization to purchase lands in fee, or partial land interests,
using Land and later Conservation Funds. It is our understanding from
reading FSM 5420.l6a that these funds can only be used for acquisition
within the National Forest boundaries as they existed on the effective
date of the Act (January 1, 1965). If it is not possible to extend
this authorization, then any proposed legislation on the extension of
the Forest boundary should also include a provision for some other type
of Federal funds for land acquisition. Without the authority and funds
to acquire lands> t seems rather pointless to extend the boundary.

SPENCER T. MOORE
Forest Supervisor

Enclosures

Redacted for privacy
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I. INTRODUCTION

A. OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of this study is to determine those

lands in the Cascade Head - Salmon River area, if any, which should

be added to the National Forest System, and arrive at a recomrnen-

dation for extension of the National Forest boundary to encompass

these lands. Without a Congressional boundary modification, the

Forest Service is severely limited in its efforts to acquire and

manage these lands.

IB. STUDY AREA BACKGROUND

1. Area. Description

IThe study area is on the west slope of the Coast Range

I
in Tillamook and Lincoln Counties, Oregon. It has a gross

area of 9,450 acres, and is approximately five miles long by

Ifour miles wide. The topography of the area ranges from tidal

marsh to the typical rugged features of the Coast Range, with

Ielevations from sea level at the mouth of the Salmon River to

approximately 1600 feet at Cascade Head. The Pacific Ocean

I forms the west boundary of the study area.

I2. History

Explorers and traders sailed along the Oregon Coast in

Ithe sixteenth to eighteenth centuries. By 1776 Captain James

Cook sighted and named Capes Perpetua and Foulweather, 53 and

I Indian19 miles to the south of the study area, respectively.

legend says that long ago a "winged ship" was driven upon the

shores of Cascade Head, bringing "strange men and buried

I
F
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treasure". Since 1930, three human skeletons have been dis-

covered in this area, the most recent on January 9, 1972.

It is believed that these date from the late eighteenth or

early nineteenth centuries.

In the mid 1800's Indians were migrating to the coastal

areas to escape from the growing influx of white settlers in

the Willamette Valley to the east. About this same time, and

for 20 years following, a series of devastating forest fires

covered the Coast Range, and all but eliminated the stands of

of old growth timber.

By the late nineteenth century, the settlement of the

coastal valleys was well under way. The opening of a portion

of the Siletz Indian Reservation to homesteading in 1892

provided further impetus. Most settlers turned to the soil and

the sea in their efforts to eke out a living. One of the early

homesteads, patented in 1896 by James Taggart, was located

at Harts Cove in the northwest portion of the study area.

By the turn of the century, stores at Otis, Neskowin,

and Rose Lodge were serving the residents of the area. Daily

stage service connected Tillamook and Neskowin, and a wagon

road followed Neskowin Creek over the divide to tie into the

Salmon River wagon road at a point approximately five miles

west of Rose Lodge, near Otis. The area remained practically

isolated during the rainy periods of the year, October through
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I
March, due to mud and steep grades on the wagon roads.

I Dairying the thewas principal agricultural endeavor, with

Iseparated milk being shipped to Portland and other Willmette

Valley centers, or made into cheese at Rose Lodge. Little, if

Iany, dairy products from the Salmon River Valley were marketed

in the Tillamook area.

For decades the isolated,many area remained somewhat

Iwith the ocean beach providing the only road along most of

the coast. It was not until 1937 that a paved highway (U. S.

IHighway 101) was completed along the entire coast. This high-

way, coupled with improved access roads to the Willamette

IValley, has aided in the increased popularity of the Oregon

Coast as a vacation land. There is now regular bus and freight

I service along the coast and between the coast and the valley.

IHowever there is no passenger rail or airline service in the

immediate area. The only coastal cities with regularly scheduled

Iair passenger service are Astoria, 110 miles to the north, and

North Bend, 120 miles to the south. The nearest deep water

I harbor is at Yaquina Bay (Newport), approximately 30 miles to

Ithe south.

3. Geology

The Cascade Head - Salmon River area is composed of three

I

geologic units. These are late Eocene to middle Miocene marine

sediments, intercalated volcanics, and Holocene (recent)

alluvium and colluvium.

I
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The volcanics for the most part overlay the marine sed-

iments, and make up the steep mountainous portions of the

Iheadland. The marine sediments underlie the volcanics and

clip northwesterly under the Pacific Ocean. They make up the

Irolling hilly terrain between the mountainous areas and the

estuary, The estuary and floodplain of the Salmon River are

composed f stream alluvium, landslide debris, and dune or

Ibeach sand.

The hilly and mountainous portions of the area are very

Isusceptible to slumping and landslides. A large percentage

of the lower hilly slopes in the area of marine sediments is

I covered with five to fifteen feet of landslide debris. The

Ilow areas in the Salmon River estuary are extremely susceptible

to flooding, high ground water levels, and tidal fluctuations.

IThe mountainous area of Cascade Head provides the only

I

mineral resources of the area - road rock. However, the

quarries are of low quality because of the limited thickness

Iof the basalt strata and the high percentage of unsuitable

rock within the quarry sites.

1
4. Climate

The climate of the area is generally not overly conducive

1 to outdoor recreational activities. The information in the

Ifirst two columns of the following tabulation was compiled by

the Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment Station over

Ia period of 17 years at two weather stations. The Three Rox

station was located near the mouth of the Salmon River, and

I

I



the Headquarters station was located near Deer Creek, anprox-

imately four miles to the est. The figures for Corvallis

represent 30 yeir averages from the Pacific Northwest River

Basin Commission Climatologica]. Handbook, and are provided

for comparison only. All figures represent averages for the

period.

Annual temperature

Daily maximum temperature

Daily minimum temperature

Date of first fall freeze

Date of last spring freeze

Number of days between dates of 32°

or lower

Annual precipitation

Annual number of days with precip-

itation (.0l")
Number of hours of sunshine per year

Annual percent of hours of possible

sunshine

Three Rox Headquarters Corvallis

51.6° F. 50.7° F. 53.0° F.

58.8° F. 59.6° F. 63.5° F.

l454O F. 41.9° F. 42.6° F.

Dec. 3 Oct. 31 Nov. 4

Mar. 7 Apr. 24 Apr. 8

271 10 210

69.54 in. 89.05 in. 37.67 in.

184 180 153 1/

2,520 2,230 2/

1/ Figure for Albany none given for Corvallis.

2/ No figure given.

£t\O.J'.J.o
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Approximately O percent of the rainfall occurs from

October through March in moderate tU heavy rainstorms that

can produce up to sx inches of air in a 2'4 hour period.

Summer precipitation is usually in the form of occasional

light rains and coa;tal fog. Continuous wind velocities of

15 to 25 miles per hour are common along th coast, and are

generally from the west and northwest. During stormy neriods,

the winds are from the south and southwest, and are known for

their destructive capabilities, with gusts recorded in excess

of 100 miles per hour. flven at the higher elevation in the

study area, snow is infrequent.

5. Present Ownership and Use

The study area is divided into the following ownership

and use patterns:

Land Ownership Land Use

Owner Acres Percent of Use Acres Percent

National Forest 3807 40 Forest lands 35O 67

Public Domain 132 1 Agriculture 1500

State of Oregon 258 3 Recreational 1000 11

YWCA 703 8 Waterway, dunes and

The Nature Conservancy 312 3 and tide flats 300 3

Timber companies 1233 13 Residential (dense) 200 2

Other private owners 3005 32 Commercial 100 1

Totals 9450 100 9450 100
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It is difficult, if not impossible, to accurately cat-

egorize the uses of the area, as there are many overlapping

uses, especially between forest lands and agriculture.

C. STUDY METHODOLOGY

Following definition of the objectives of the study, as

stated in Paragraph A of this section, the next step was to

identify as nearly as possible the specific resource information

needed. This inventory data was then collected by the Siuslaw

National Forest from various other Federal, State and County agen-

cies, concerned individuals and organizations, the general public,

and from within the Forest Service itself.

Six management sub-units, each with its own ecological char-

acteristics, potentials and limitations, were then delineated.

Coincidental to th other steps in the planning process, a

series of three public involvement meetings were held by the Forest

in Lincoln City, Corvallis, and suburban Portland (Tualatin).

The main purpose of the meetings was to: (1) Inform the iublic

about the reasons for the study, (2) Present the basic inventory

data received up until that point, (3) Discuss, in a general

way, the different management sub-units and a few broad, possible

alternatives for management and acquisition, and perhaps most

important of all, ('i) To solicit opinions from the public on how

they felt the area should be managed.
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Based on an assimiLtion of the inventory data and the public

responses, a land use suitability matrix was developed whereby

existing and potential capabilities and uses were evaluated, based

their long term effect on the land itself. A series of man-Ion

agement assumptions was then compiled, again based on the public

input and its reflection of the wants and needs of the people.

From these basic assumptions,.a land use compatibility matrix was

Ideveloped to measure the degree of compatibility between different

types of uses on the same given area of land. These terms are

I further defined later in the report.

IAn environmental analysis of the moderately and highly suit-

able land uses that are either moderately or highly compatible led

to the management alternatives presented later in the report. Any

alternatives that severely degrade the natural values of the land

I were immediately rejected.

11

I

I
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I
II. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS

Based on this study, we believe that many segments of the Cascade

- Salmon River Study Area warrant public protection and management.

The unique combination of natural values found within the study area are

Iunparalleled on the Oregon Coast. Perhaps the most outstanding of these

values are the diverse scenic qualities, and the opportunity for research-

Ieducational activities.

I

If commercial recreation and private developments are allowed to

continue at their present rate, this delicate estuary and the surrounding

Iarea could become a conglomeration of incompatible land uses. The end

result would be to destroy the very qualities and characteristics which

1
draw people to the area.

I

With the continued growing concern for the Nation's environment,

many individuals and organizations are looking to the Federal Government

Ito provide the leadership necessary for the protection of our Country's

air, water, soil and natural beauty. There is an obligation to the

IAmerican people to see that this Cascade Head - Salmon River complex is

retained in a near natural condition.

IAs the primary public landowner in the area, the United States,

I

acting through the Siuslaw National Forest, has an opportunity to

accomplish this objective.

ITo implement this objective, the boundary of the Siuslaw National

Forest should be Congressionally extended to a point south of the Salmon

IRiver to roughly include the suznmit of the ridge and all drainage courses

flowing north and northeasterly from that ridge toward the Salmon River.

Where lands have been developed for homesites or dispersed residential

purposes, these uses should be allowed to continue.

I
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A. OBJECTIVES

The objective of this portion of the study is to state the

existing and potential uses of the lands and resources in the

Istudy area, and draw conclusions as to the best use and manage-

ment of these lands and resources for the future.

B. EXISTING AND POTENTIAL PESOURCE OR LAND USES

1. griculture

IThere are approximately 1500 acres within the study

area that are presently being used for agricultural activities

I of one type or another. Generally these lands are within the

area identified as flood plain, although a portion of this

area has been diked to exclude salt water.

IThe usual activities involve livestock and forage pro-

duction for on-farm use. With one possible exception, these

I are farms which would normally be thought of as part-time

Uoperations. There is a definite shift from dairying to beef

and sheep production, as these animals are much more adapt-

1
able to the typical part-time operation. The usual market-

ing point for livestock produced in Lincoln County is the

I Willamette Valley auction centers.

I

I

I

I
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Historically, transportation and distance from market

centers have had a serious impact on the agricultural en-

deavors of all Oregon coastal counties. This still applies

today, not only to livestock but also to crops produced.

Valley pasturelands and farms are being divided into

small second homes and retirement homes throughout the coastal

counties. This change in land use is quite apparent within

the study area.

Farms in Lincoln County as a whole, which are thought to

be quite comparable to those in the study area, have been

decreasing in size and number over the last two decades.

Complete information is available on farming in Lincoln

County for the year l96t. During this period there were

5O farms in Lincoln County with an average size of about

136 acres. Sixty percent of these farmers worked in off-

farm jobs for 100 or more days per year. Thirty-five per-

cent of the farms were considered to be commercial operations*,

fifty percent were part-time farms, and fifteen percent were

part retirement farms. However, less than twenty farms, or

four percent, were economic units which received the bulk of

their income from traditional farm activities.
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* - The 1964 Census of Agriculture defines a comercial farm as follows:

"In general, all farms with a total value of products sold amounting to

$2500 or more are classified as commercial. Farms with sales of $50 to

$2'99 are classified as commercial if the farm operator was under 65

years of age, and: (1) He did not work off the farm 100 or more days

during the year, and (2) The income received by the operator and mem-

bers of his family from non-farm sources was less than the value of all

farm products sold."

Average farm income from all sources was approximately

$5,000, with about 52 percent of this derived from non-farm

sources. Of the LLO percent deny

following breakdown applies:

Beef and dairy products

Forest products

Other livestock and crops

ed from farm sources, the

38%

)) o

,, 0
LO

100%

To break these percentages into dollar figures for the

average farm:

I$5,000 average income

I$2,600 non-farm $2,400 farm

I

U $912 beef and dairy $864 forest products $624 other livestock
and crops

I
1
I
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The future of agriculture in the study area is bleak,

Iespecially in the traditional farm activities of dairying,

Igeneral livestock eind forage production. if there is hope

for the future, it seems to lie in the production of orna-

Imental nursery stock, Christmas trees, and specialty crops

such as caneberrie;, artichokes, cucumbers, cole crops, and

Iother vegetables. Perhaps the greatest obstacle to be over-

I

come in any agricultural reorientation is the lack of grower

expertise. The solidification of demand for Oregon products,

1
especially in out-of-state areas, would also be necessary.

2. Fish and Wildlife

a. Big Game Animals

Relatively little is known about the area and its

importance to big game animals. Black-tailed deer are

the most numerous big game animals found in the area.

The estimated population is 22 deer per square mile of

deer habitat, or a maximum of about 330 animals. Black

bear also inhabit the hill lands at an estimated one

bear per two square miles of bear habitat, or six to

seven animals in the entire study area.

Hunting undoubtedly takes place in the area, but

is slight due to the ownership pattern, climate, terrain,

and the relatively populated nature of many of the lands

in and around the study area.
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IHunting pressure will probably increase in the

future throughout the State. Most commercial timber

I for harvest ofcompanies recognize the need an adequate

Ibig game animals, and also the maintenance of good public

relations. As a result, they encourage hunting on their

Ilands. Typically, deer hunters in Western Oregon confine

their activities to recent clearcuts and "road hunting"

I because they do like the dense cover found innot ground

Iuncut or old clearcut areas, as are common in the study

area.

Ib. Waterfowl, Shorebirds, and Other Estuary Birds

The area serves as an important nesting, resting,

Iand feeding area, primarily for migrating waterfowl.

I

Population estimates show an annual average of 26,400

waterfowl use days with the majority of these, 18,000,

Ioccurring in December, January, and February. Hunting

pressure is relatively light, with a 1970 estimate of

I140 hunter use days. Assuming that the hunting coincides

with the three month peak period of waterfowl use, there

I is an average of 1.5 hunters per day on the area.

IThe most serious conflict between public use and

the waterfowl and shorebirds centers on the marshlands

I
I

and sloughs. The potential for dredge and fill operations

to create hom9sites or other commercial developments is

a serious threat. A second and perhaps equally important

conflict exists between the waterfowl and agriculture.
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Portions of the original saltwater marsh have been diked

for agricultural purposes, primarily the grazing of

livestock. It has been suggested that the dikes be

breached to allow the area to revert to saltwater marsh.

However, this is a future decision, and not directly in-

volved in the objective of this study. It should be made

only after further study by those cooperating agencies

and individuals having expertise in this field.

The following rather uncommon waterfowl, shorebirds,

and other estuary birds have been identified in abundance

or only occasionally in the Salmon River estuary:

Lesser scaup - Peripheral on the State list

Bufflehead duck - Peripheral on the State list

Ring-necked duck - Peripheral on the State list

Horned grebe - Peripheral on the State list

Common egret - Peripheral on the State list

Brown pelican - Peripheral on the State list,

undetermined on the Mational

list

Harlequin duck - Rare on the State list

Snowy plover - Rare on the State list

The term peripheral means that Oregon is on the

edge of the bird's natural range, so they are considered

rare in Oregon. A complete list of the waterfowl, shore-

birds, and estuary birds common to the area may be found

in the Appendix of this report.
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Through continued encroachment on the marshlands by

commercial, residential, or agricultural uses, waterfowl

use could be virtually eliminated through sheer displace-

ment and harassment.

c. Upland Birds and Small Game

Various species of small game and upland game birds

are found throughout the area, but few people hunt for

these animals. Specific information on populations,

hunting pressure, conflicts, or recommended habitat

improvement is not available.

d. Non-Game Animals and Birds

Marine mammals utilize the coastal areas adj acent

to the study area. A California sea lion colony, es-

timated at as high as 4OO animals, makes seasonal use

of the area. During late spring or early summer, these

animals migrate to California where they give birth to

their young and then return to the Oregon coast.

The bald eagle, listed as endangered on the State

list, has been sighted in the study area. The Pacific

giant salamander, considered rare in Oregon, has also

been observed.
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e. Fisheries

Estuaries are used by marine life forms for spawn-

ing, resting, feeding, and rearing. They have justly

been called 'nurseries'T since many species use them for

feeding in their early life stages. Critical phases of

salmon and steelhead life histories occur in estuaries.

Similarly, herring, the major feed for salmon, need

estuaries for successful spawning. Other species such

as sea perch, flounder, and ling cod provide high angling

values in estuaries. Clams and crabs also use these

areas quite extensively, and are important to both

commercial and recreational harvesters. It is estimated

that more than 120,000 people dig clams each year in

the bays and estuaries of Oregon, and that 300,000 pounds

of crabs are taken annually from these areas.

A total of 37 species of fish have been identified

in the Salmon River Bay. The salmonids represent prob-

ably the most significant group of fish from the stand-

point of the sport and commercial fishery. Overall, the

Salmon River has a total annual production of approx-

imately 26,003 salmon.
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The area has enjoyed moderate popularity for fishing

activities to date. The predicted angler-day use for the

year 1980 is broken down as follows:

Salmon (offshore) 1,000 angler days

Salmon (bay) 5,000 angler days

Cutthroat (bay) 3,000 angler days

Non-game marine sport

fishery (bay) 3,000 angler days

Total 12,000 angler days

In 1970 the estimated angler effort and catch of

salmonids in the bay was 5,000 angler days to catch

1,100 fish, or approximately t45 angler days of effort

per fish taken.

The importance of the Salmon River fishery lies

in its contribution to the whole. In other words, the

Salmon River estuary, like all fish producing areas,

contributes to the total fish production and therefore

to the local, State, and National economy.

One serious threat to the Salmon River estuary

is the creation of homesites and the accompanying threat

of domestic pollution.

Diking of marshlands and creek channels for

pastureland has reduced shallow production areas used

for breeding and feeding by fishes and other marine
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Iorganisms. This action has also reduced the area

necessary for saltwater interchange, which is critical

Iin maintaining the balance of the estuary.

Increased development in the upper portions of the

I fromwatershed, the Rose Lodge area, poses a threat

domestic pollution. Enforcement and adherence to the

recently adopted Lincoln County zoning plan and State

water quality standards should provide a check on this

threat to the estuary.

I Of the threeall seaboard states, only contain

less estuarial area than Oregon. Oregon's l estuaries

contain less than one-tenth of one percent of the total

Iarea of the State (56,000 acres). Therefore, as each

acre of estuary is lost, the remaining acres become in-

Icreasingly more valuable. The Salmon River estuary is

I

generally considered to be the smallest and most pristine

of the State's 14 recognized estuaries. Many people

believe its main value lies in its ability to serve as

an outdoor classroom for the study of marine and estuarine

Iplants and animals. Its relatively small size - the

total watershed is 78 square miles - enables it to serve

I "total "control"as a p.:Lcture" or site for research and

scientific purposes.

I
11

1
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It is evident that the estuary deserves permanent

protection, and that any further encroachment of land

uses or actions which would in any way alter this del-

icate environment should be prohibited. The Salmon

River and its estuary must be protected from pollution

and erosion to maintain the water quality which is So

necessary for this viable habitat.

3. Minerals

Stone, sand and gravel constitute the main mineral

deposits in Lincoln County. Relative to other portions of

the state, mining of these minerals is an important employer

because of jetty, road, and other construction projects.

The basalt flows within the study area appear to be the only

rocks of any value. It is doubtful that any of the area has

much promise for producing oil or gas.

There are mani, dikes, sills, and plugs of igneous rock

that intrude the Coast Range sediments, and have econoric

value for road and jetty construction. There should be no

need to develop any new sites within the study area. In

addition, the resultant road rock would be of low quality

and expensive to sort due to the high percentage of unsuit-

able rock mixed wi-thin the quarry sites.
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l4 Recreation and Scenic

I The demand for recreational opportunities is dependent

Ion many elements, the most important of which are available

income, leisure time, mobility and ponulation. The combined

Ieffect of these elements has been variously estimated to

increase the recreation demand by 200 to 300 percent aloncz

I the Oregoi Coast by the year 2000.

IThere are seven developed recreation areas within

a 20 mile radius of the study area that offer overnight

Icamping accommodations. Together they have a capacity of

275 - 300 sites, two thirds of which are operated by either

I the Forest Service, the State, or the counties. An additional

I75 units are planned for the Forest Service's Sand Beach

Campground, 15 miles to the north.

IWithin this same 20 mile radius there are 37 other State,

county, or private recreational facilities. These include

I launchwaysides, scenic corridors, boat sites, picnic areas,

Ibeach access points, vistas, and public golf courses.

The study arect's large variety of features makes it

Ione of Oregon's mo;t scenic and unique areas. The sharp

rise of the hills from the narrow valley to heights of 1600

Ifeet, the sand spit, the grassy meadows on the headland, the

I

marshlands surrounding the estuary, the rock cliffs which

guard the entrance to the bay, and the striking mosaic of

1
I
I
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native trees and shrubs all complement one another to give

the area its uniqueness.

However, the hand of man has also made its mark on the

scenic qualities of the area. Power lines, dikes, roads,

timber harvest areas, tourist developments, rock quarries

and subdivisions can all be found within the study area.

Fortunately, and primarily due to the climate, the area has

a way of rapidly healing most of these scars.

The study ared offers many forms of dispersed recreation

use such as hiking, fishing, photography, painting, hunting,

nature study and "renewal of the spirit", as one cont'ihutor

to the study phrased it. Qualitative and quantitative in-

formation is not available which would allow a ranking of

the possible activities in the area. Typically though, uses

associated with the ocean, beaches, bays and rivers have

been among the maul attractions in Western Oregon. Driving

for pleasure and sightseeing are the most popular pastimes

along the coastal strip, as well as for the entire State.

Angler and waterfowl hunter use figures have been

previously stated. An estimated 8,000 people per year gain

access to the headlands north of the river by way of exist-

ing roads and trails. No sanitary, water, orgarbage facil-

ities are provided, This may become a severe problem to

the residents of the hill lands below.
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The YWCA's Camp Westwind, and Pixieland - a small scale

"Disneyland" type amusement park - are examples of the more

concentrated recreational activities found in the study area.

During 1971 the YWCA had approximately 600 campers involved

in their summer program, and an additional 2,000 individuals

used the camp facilities on weekends as members of ch'irch

groups, outdoor schools, community groups, etc.

A high percentage of present day campers desire camp-

grounds which provide the comforts of home. Conversely, due

to the increasing pressures of today's world, there is an

increasing number of people wishing to "get away from it all",

whether for a sing1e day or extended periods.

It would appear that there is a real opportunity for

private landowners in the general area to develop their

lands for public campgrounds to cater to the tourist trade.

The demand for facilities is far outstripping the supply.

From May through August, motels, parks, and public camp-

grounds are filled to capacity with advance reservations

being a necessity. This situation forces many overnighters

to stop in areas that may not be suitable for this purpose,

and thereby creatirg health and safety hazards.

To help meet this demand, private lands outside the

the study area could be developed for the more modern type

camping. National Forest lands could be developed for the
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I
semi-private or more rustic type camping, again outside the

- study area. Mass overnight recreation facilities within

Ithe study area would only serve to destroy the very thing

which attracted people to the area - its relatively natural

and extremely scenic condition.

5. Research and Education

The National Forest lands within the study area are

I
part of the Cascade Head Experimental Forest, which was

established in May of l93t for studies in silviculture (the

Iart of producing and tending a forest), forest protection,

I

ecology, forest utilization and related subjects in the Sitka

spruce - hemlock timber type.

IThe YWCA and ItSitka Center't, an arts and environmental

school for summer students, are both expanding into the

Iresearch, or perhaps more correctly stated, the nature

study field. Specifically, the YWCA plans to establish

I ecology camps with the overall goal of increasing campers

Iawareness of their environment through marine and estuarine

studies, and study of the flora and fauna of the forest

Iuplands. The Oregon Museum of Science and Industry (OMSI)

has also expressed interest in conducting studies in the

I area.

The Nature Conservancy property at Cascade Head has

been the site of botanical study in the past. Numerous

Ischool groups at all levels have used the estuary and

I surrounding area as an outdoor laboratory for many years.

I
I
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Actually, research and nature study possibilities are

diverse and practically unlimited. The estuarine area

itself provides the most unique situation. Due to the rel-

atively small size and unspoiled character of the estuary,

the opPortunity to study estuarine life forms and conditions

and their interactions for application on a broader scale is

outstanding. As the estuaries and bays of Oregon and the

Nation become increasingly developed and exploited, the

remaining natural estuarine areas become increasingly more

valuable from a research and scientific standpoint.

The research activities carried on over the years at

the Cascade Head Experimental Forest have provided information

Iwhich is extremely valuable to forest managers, both public

and private, in the coastal spruce - hemlock type. The

Iwork of the Experimental Forest should be allowed to con-

tinue, providing that future research activities are

Icognizant of the scenic resources of the area.

I

6. Timber

The Cascade Head - Salmon River study area has a total

Iof 9,5O acres. Of this, 7,200 acres, or 76 percent of the

area, is considered to be commercial forest land, although

Iall of this land is not currently in timber production.

I
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Stands of Sitka spruce dominate. Douglas-fir stands

are found north of the Salmon River on both sides of U. S.

Highway 101. Smal.L parcels of western hemlock are found

scattered throughout the spruce type. There is also an

abundance of old cutover and/or burned areas now covered

with stands of red alder.

If the private lands within the study area were managed

strictly for timber production, without regard for aesthetics

or other purposes, on a 100 year rotation which is considered

more satisfactory for the spruce - hemlock type, they could

be expected to contribute approximately 1.39 million board

feet annually to the area's allowable cut. By way of com-

parison, Tillarnook County has an average annual harvest of

250 MMBF, and Lincoln County has an annual harvest from all

lands of 425 MMBF. The contribution made by intensively

managing the private lands strictly for timber production

would represent 0.6 percent of Tillamook County's total har-

vest, and 0.3 percent of Lincoln County's harvest.

It is assumed that the proportion of logs presently

used for lumber, plywood, pulp, and other wood products will

change in the future. Sawlogs, i.e., lumber, will continue

to absorb a decreasing proportion of the available sawtimber,
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and veneer logs, i.e., plywood, an increasing share. Round-

wood pulpwood is expected to consume twice as much sawtimber

in 1985 as it consumed in 1965. Other roundwood products

will consume a slightly greater amount of sawtimber in the

future.

7. Water and Soils

The Salmon River, with a watershed approximately 15 miles

long and from four to eight miles wide, flows in a westerly

direction from the Saddleback Mountains to the Pacific Ocean

at Cascade Head. Elevations within the watershed range

from approximately 3,000 feet to sea level. Average annual

precipitation is 110 inches, of which 90 inches, or an

estimated 369,000 acre-feet, is runoff.

The stream gradient is approximately 300 feet per mile

in the mountainous areas and flattens to zero near Otis, on

the east edge of the study area. Approximately 1,000 acres

of lowland below Otis are subject to high water tables and

annual flooding.

The State Water Resources Board, in coordination with

the Oregon State Game Commission, has set minimum stream

flows which vary with the time of year and the expected

migrations of anadrotnous fish. Surface water rights on the
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Salmon River total 11.7 cfs, of which 8.7 cfs are for con-

sumptive purposes such as domestic, municipal, industrial

and irrigation, and 3.0 cfs are for fish purposes. Three

reservoir sites have been investigated, with a total capac-

ity of 71450 acre-feet.

Water supply for the study area is primarily limited to

surface water, although the majority of the individual homes

in the area utilize shallow wells which generally produce

less than 20 gallons per minute. These wells are primarily

tapping the water in the soil layer, as the substratum i

virtually impermeable, and not a primary aquifer strata.

No municipal community water facilities are existing or

planned for the immediate future. Lincoln County sees the

water supply question to be one of the most severe limiting

factors in the residential 'owth of the area.

Demands for the future will center on the responsibility

to maintain the quantity and quality of public waters, and

the resources dependent on them. Increased development in

the study area can be expected to increase problems of sewage

removal. The moderately permeable soils, coupled with the

large amounts of precipitation received, can be expected to

adversely affect water quality through leaching.
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The soils within the study area are in nine generalized

soils associations, each with its own suitabilities and

limitations for varied types of uses. The sandy soils found

on the south side of the river mouth have moderate permeability

but erode quite severely. The tidal coastal terraces and

alluvial flood plain are dominated by poorly drained clay

and silt soils, and are subject to periodic flooding. The

hilly silt loam soils are generally well drained, and, while

not ideal, are for the most part the best suited for residen-

tial development purposes until slopes become the limiting

factor. Problems with drainfields can be expected on small

lots. The steeper slopes of the headland and coastal areas

have shallow, well drained, rocky soils which are derived

from basic igneous rock. The erosion hazard of these soils

is generally very severe.

8. Residential Development

Until 1968 there was no county zoning within the study

area. Since that time, Lincoln County has developed a land

use plan for their rrtion of the lower Salmon River water-

shed, and have adopted zoning regulations. Tillarnook County

remains unzoned. Lincoln County zones (see map in Appendix)

are briefly summarized as follows:
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Zone Uses Permitted

Residential (R-1) One-family dwelling, agriculture, but

not livestock, minimum lot size of

6,000 square feet (provides for approx-

imately seven homesites per acre).

Tourist Commercial (C-T) Primarily service facilities such as

stores, shops, gas stations, indoor

amusement facilities, restaurants,

bars, car wash, motels, etc.

Marine Waterway (M-W) Wildlife or marine sanctuary, marine

life raising or production, marine

recreation activities, navigation

activities.

Natural Resource (A-l) Agricultural use except on areas

shown as tidelands or marshland,

harvest of forest products, rock ex-

traction and processing for rocking

forest access roads, outdoor recreation

activities, wildlife or marine pre-

serves, etc., 5 acre lots.

Rural Residential (A-2) One-family dwellings on one acre lots,

any of the A-1 uses, travel trailers.
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There are four areas within the study area which one

might call subdivisions. Cascade Head Ranch in Tillamook

County his approxtmate)y 50 sites platted at the present

time. The area has paved streets which are narrow, and

generally follow the terrain. Underground utilities have

been installed, and there is a water system which uses Teal

Creek as .ts source. Many of the sites have been sold,

but only a few homes are either built or under construction.

The Three Rox subdivision, in an A-2 zone of Lincoln

County, is a nonconforming use. This is an older area with

homes of various vintages. Sewage and water problems have

plagued the development of this area. The lots are generally

quite small, often taking several lots to obtain the necessary

land area for adequate drain fields for septic systems, and

some lots are without water.

The Sea River subdivision is another new area located

in the A-2 zone. Like Three Rox, it is a nonconforming use.

There are about 70 sites platted, but only 2 or 3 homes

under construction. Several lots have been sold. This area

has rocked roads, underground utilities, and a community

water system which utilizes a well as its source. Water is

piped to each lot, and is chlorinated. There are serious

doubts as to the adequacy of the source if the area becomes

fully developed. The lots are generally large enough for

individual septic systems.
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Tamara Quays is a trailer court located on a slightly

elevated portion of the flood plain south of the river.

IThere are slightly over 100 sites platted. Utilities and

trailer pads are in place. The water source is a spring

I which produces 16.8 gallons per minute, or enough for five

or six families at most. A 27,000 gallon storage system

is recommended before full development, but has not been

Ibuilt as yet. A sewage collector system is in use, whereby

the sewage is collected in an underground reservoir and then

Ipumped to higher drainfield is located.a point where the

The principal owner of this development applied to the

Corps of Engineers, in June of 1971, for a permit to dredge

Isand, silt, and gravel from the Salmon River and an unnamed

tidal slough to a depth of -4 feet M.S.L., removing approx-

Iimately 8,000 cubic yards of material. The spoils of this

Ioperation were to be spread on the adjacent marshlands.

The purpose of the operation was to construct a boat channel

Ifor the residents of a new subdivision. The ensuing public

outcry, perhaps coupled with other factors, resulted in

Ithe withdrawal of the application.

A pattern is definitely developing along the north bank

of the river. Based on the present ownership and activities,

it is entirely possible that approximately two miles of the

area along Three Rocks County Road, virtually everything west

HI

I
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of new Highway 101 and below about kOO feet in elevation,

could become quite densely settled, with a tenfold increase

in population.

9. Commercial Development

The Otis - Otis Junction area comes as close to being an

established community as any portion of the study area. A

post offi, automobile service stations, restaurant, motel,

fire station, fish shop, and small grocery store make up

the bulk of the area's commercial investment.

As municipal sewage and water services reach into some

of the rural residential areas, they may become quite densely

populated, but they will probably still be without the

necessary economic base to formally qualify as an established

community.

Under present zoning, a portion of the highway frontage

along both sides of Oregon Highway 18, between Otis and the

U. S. Highway 101 interchange, will be allowed to develop

for commercial purposes. However, if there are willing

sellers - either now or in the future - their properties

could be acquired in fee by a public agency for the further

protection of the tidal portions of the Salmon River.

10. Transportation Development

The relative lack of access to the coastal areas may

have helped prolong the life of the scenic amenities of

the area. However, with the completion of U. S. Highway
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101 in the late 1930's and improved access roads between the

Willarnette Valley population centers and the coast, the traffic

volumes have increased annually. This trend will continue.

It is assumed that increased traffic volumes will eventually

necessitate making U. S. 101 a four lane facility ovet' its

entire length. For various reasons, it may be more feasible

to construct some new segments at a more inland location,

with the main purpose of moving large volumes of traffic

at higher speeds than are presently possible. The existing

location could serve as a scenic drive and access route to

the ocean and beaches. The presence of U. S. 101 slicing

through the eastern third of the study area with large cuts

and fills, bridges, and billboards on private land, adds

little to the overall scenic quality of the area.

Secondary road construction within the study area

should be held to a minimum. Within safe standards,

future roads should be designed to follow the natural fea-

tures and contours of the land, and heavy cuts and fills

should be avoided.

ADDITIONAL ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL FACTORS

1. General

Over time, the physical features, location, and owner-

ship pattern have set the economic growth pattern of the

coastal areas. With the bulk of Lincoln County's lands in
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either public or large private ownership, it comes as no

great surprise that the forest products industry has been

the major economic factor over the years. However, during

fairly recent times, a new awareness of the area's varied

scenic land forms have made the recreation - tourism

"industry" the second largest in Lincoln County. In an

attempt tc. capitalize on their amenity resource, such

things as the "Twenty Miracle Miles", the name given to a

portion of U. S. Highway 101 which has become quite heavily

commercially developed for providing goods and services to

the tourist trade, and "Pixieland" were born.

Fisheries are the third most important industry in

Lincoln County. Depoe Bay and Newport, both less than one

hours drive from the study area, are the main commercial

fishing ports in the County. In 1969, Lincoln County ranked

third among all Oregon counties, with over 10.6 million

pounds of fish and shellfish landed. This is an estimated

value at the fisherman's level of almost $2.3 million.

There are approximately 1,000 people employed either season-

ally or full time in the fishing and fish processing

industry. These factors lend some insight as to the value

of the area's rivers, bays and estuaries, and the impor-

tance of the role they play in the local economy.
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Agriculture, which has been previously discussed at

some length, is the fourth largest industry in Lincoln

County.

As time changes, so also do individual's tastes and

preferences. Regional and National policies can also alter

supply and demand situations. For this reason, it is often

extremely difficult to safely predict the economic future

of an area. Of the four basic resource industries mentioned

above, three are expected to stabilize at or near present

levels within the immediate future. The exception is

recreation - touri:sm. All indications point to an insatiable

demand for the recreational potential of the area. However,

if not properly controlled, as pointed out in the Recreation

Inventory Section of this report, the entire coastal area

could become a conglomeration of incompatible uses which

would destroy the very things that drew people to the area

in the first place.

Associated with this growth are the sale, lease and

rental of goods and services to the tourist. Increased

activity in the subdivision of land for seasonal or second

homes, and retirement homes has also put an increasing

demand on the resources of the area. This trend is quite

evident within the study area.
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2. Employment

Unemployment in Lincoln County's basic industries has

been high, due to the seasonal characteristics of these in-

dustries. Over the past few years, the unemployment rate

has usually peaked at about 10 percent during December and

January. By way of comparison, approximately 5.9 percent

of the civilian labor force in Oregon was unemployed during

1970. The national average for this same period was 14.3

percent unemployed.

The following table, compiled from the Oregon State

Department of Employment figures, shows employment patterns

and trends from 1960 to 19614 in Lincoln County employment,

and predictions for l95:

Industry 1960 1961 1962 1963 19614 19R5

Agriculture 520 450 340 310 290 250

Lumber, Wood Products 2070 1720 1620 11460 11460 2200

Ion-manufacturing 3210 3050 3430 3410 3740 6150

In addition to the obvious trends indicated, the table

shows that a large proportion of the County's work force is

engaged in providing goods and services to the resident

population, as well as to the visiting recreationist.
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3. Personal Income

Of the seven Oregon coastal counties, Lincoln County

ranked seventh in 1950, and sixth in 1940, 1965, and 1966

in per capita personal income in a 1966 comparison made by

the Office of Business Economics, Regional Economics Infor-

mation System. The $2509 per person figure for 1966 was

$203 lower than the State average. This may be due in part

to the proportionately large number of retired and semi-

retired persons living in the County. The majority of

these people live in the Lincoln City area. Transfer

payments (payments made by Government to individuals for

Social Security, unemployment compensation, direct relief,

etc.) generally run higher than for Oregon as a whole, and

constitute approximately 14 percent of the total personal

income figure for the County.

LI. Population

The estimated 1970 population for Lincoln County is

25,755. There was a net gain of 4.5 percent from the 1960

census figure. During this same period, Tillamook County's

population dropped 5.4 percent, to 17,930. Overall, the

State population rose by 18.2 percent during this decade.

Population changes are generally a result of two factors;

natural increase or decrease (births minus deaths); and net

migration (persons moving into or out of an area). The
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migration factors have probably been the dominant force in

restructuring the age distribution of Lincoln County. The

younger segments of the population have been leaving the

County in search o-f increased employment opportunities. At

the same time, the recreational and amenity characteristics

of Lincoln County have served as an attractant to many

retired persons and vacationers. Lincoln County has the

highest proportion of persons over 65 years of age of any

county in the State.

It is not uncommon for portions of Lincoln County to

increase in population by 50 percent during the summer

months as individuals and families spend the summer in their

own seasonal housing units. These people are expected to

continue to be a substantial portion of the County's pop-

ulation during the summer months. Figures from the l60

U. S. Census indicate that approximately 1'# percent of the

housing units in Lincoln County and 16 percent of those in

Tillamook County are classed as second or seasonal homes.

At the present time, there are an estimated 300 persons

living within the study area on a year long basis, and per-

haps as high as L50 during the peak summer period. Applying

an average of three persons per household to the existing

250 platted homesites within the study area, plus the addi-
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tional 900 acres where county zoning would allow one home-

site per acre, a potential peak population of 3,500 to

4,000 people is possible.

5. Tax Base

Lincoln County's total assessed valuation for Fiscal

Year 1972 is slightly over $366,000,000, while Tillamook

County's exceeded $200,000,000. Both Counties' valuation

is based on 100 percent of true cash value. Education

consumes the largest portion of the tax dollar, approx-

imately 80 percent in each county.

The study area lands in Lincoln County fall into two

tax code areas, the difference in rates being an assessment

of $0.81 per thousand dollars of true cash value for the

local rural fire protection district. It is quite common

for a property owner to have land in both codes; the improved

portion of his property paying the higher rate of $17.43

per M, and the larger unimproved portion of his property

assessed at the rate of $16.62 per M. It is also quite

common for the uninproved portions of the property to be

carried on the tax rolls at a reduced rate, due to class-

ification as either farm or forest land. In many cases,

these lands pay less than $5 per acre to the county for

taxes due to these latter two clssifications.
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Tillamook County lands are taxed at the rate of $15.51

per thousand dollars of true cash value. The majority of

the existing National Forest lands within the study area

are in Tillamook County. These lands have been returning

approximately $6.00 per acre to the counties through the

25 percent fund.

Approximately one-half of the lands within the study

area are presently exempt from county taxes: the National

Forest lands, BLM :Lands, State lands, Nature Conservancy

property, and approximately half of the YWCA's property.

Private property acquired in fee by the Federal Government

would, as a minimum, contribute the previously stated $6.00

per acre from the 25 percent fund. However, it is conceivable

that those lands remaining in private ownership would in-

crease in value, and assessed valuation, due to the pro-

tection of values afforded by the surrounding lands becoming

National Forest lands. It is difficult, if not impossible,

to draw a purely monetary conclusion regarding benefits to

the counties, and also the effect of possible increased taxes

on the remaining land owners in the study area.

The acquisition of scenic easements, rather than fee

ownership by the United States, would lessen the impact on
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the county tax rolls, as the property owners would still be

taxed, although quite probably at a lesser rate due to the

restrictions placed on the use of the land by the easement.

Whether by fee ownership or the acquisition of scenic

easements, the lands involved would be those which the study

shows are chiefly valuable for their scenic or scientific

values, and not suitable for development - either residen-

tial or commercial. Planned and orderly development,

within county zoning regulations, can and should be allowed

to continue in those areas where this use is compatible

with the natural values of the area.

In summary, development, for the sake of development

and increased tax base, should not be allowed if it means

sacrificing the environment quality of the area which,

in fact, has served and continues to serve as one of the

main attractions of the entire coastal area.
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Looking east from mouth of Salmon River. Pixieland Amusement Park in right rear of photo.
Oregon State Highway DivonoA



- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Sand spit at mouth of Salmon River and Cascade Head.
Oregon State Highway Division Photo



- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The Penacle at extreme western end of Cascade Head. Roads End Head in background.
U.S. Forest Service Photo



I
Community of Roads End. Cascade Head and mouth of Salmon River in background.

Oregon Stat Highway Division Photo
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IV MANAGEMENT SITUATIONS

A. UNIT DESCRIPTIONS

To facilitate planning and management, the study area is

divided into six management sub-units, each with its own din-

tinctive characterjstic,s (see map). These sub-units are called

management situations, or more simply, units in the remainder

of this text.

1. Estuary and Associated Wetlands Unit

This unit consists of those lands in and around the

Salmon River and its estuary, and the lower portions of

the Sam Creek and Rowdy Creek drainages, as shown in blue

on the attached map. Elevations are generally 20 feet and

below, and topography is nearly level or depressional. The

majority of the lands in this unit are presently in private

ownership.

Present land uses are agriculture (pasture and hay

production), residential occupancy, intensive recreation

in the form of an organization camp and a privately

operated amusement park/campground facility, and asso-

ciated community sarvice facilities such as restaurants,

automobile service stations, post office, etc.

2. Lower Slope - Dispersed Residential Unit

The lands in this unit, shown in white on the map,

are found on the fringes of the estuary in a band which
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varies in width as the terrain varies. Elevations range

from approximately 20 feet to '00 feet, and the topography

is rolling, with slopes generally less than 20 percent.

The majority of the lands are presently in private owner-

ship.

This unit has perhaps the most numerous and diverse

pattern of uses of any within the study area, with no singular

dominant value. Rather, a conglomerate of reasonable com-

patible uses occur. Within this unit one finds moderate

amounts of agriculture - primarily grazing; timber harvest;

dispersed residential occupancy; extensive recreation; in-

tensive recreation in the form of organization camps; fish

and wildlife values; and scenic values which, although less

spectacular than those of the other units, add to the total

significance of the scenic qualities of the study area.

Within this unit one also finds the most serious prob-

lems as they relate to the potential degradation of the

values of this unit and the adjacent estuary. Residential

subdivisions are appearing on old landslide areas to the

north of the river. These areas will continue to be sus-

ceptible to landslides and slumps as toe supports are

removed by road construction and grading for home or build-

ing sites. The soils in this unit have moderate to severe
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erosion hazards, the permeability is generally slow to mod-

erate, and runoff is medium to rapid. Some portions of the

unit appear to be Located only a few feet above a permanent

ground-water table which will rise to the surface during

periods of heavy rainfall and tidal fluctuations. Effluent

from the numerous drainfields may eventually pollute the

ground-water and surface waters which provide the water

source for many of the older homes and farms in the lower

area.

3. Upper Timbered Slope Unit

The lands in this unit are found in the three areas

shown in green on the map. Elevations range from near

sea level to approximately 1,000 feet. These are the forested

lands, just below the headlands themselves, which are primarily

viewed as one travels the main highways: U. S. Highway 101

and Oregon Highway 18.

The soils in this unit are primarily derived from marine

sediments, and have moderate to steep topography which is

extremely susceptible to landslides and slumping. Timber pro-

duction has been the main use of the lands over the years.

However, with the help of man, nature has a way of healing

its scars in the western portion of the State Today the

area supports an attractive mOsaic of various sizes and

ages of coniferous and hardwood timber, which provides a

pleasing transition as the eye passes from the lowlands of

the river and estuary to the heights of the headlands.
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' Headlands Unit

The headlands unit occupies a large portion of the

uppeiiiost Sections of the study area north, and to a lesser

extent, south of the Salmon River. These lands are shown in

orange on the map. Elevations range to almost 1,600 feet,

and the topography is moderate to very steep. The soils in

this unit are derj',ed from basic igneous rock. The majority

of the lands in this unit are in public or quasi-publtc

ownership: The Nature Conservancy, YWCA, Bureau of Land

Management, and National Forest (Cascade Head Experimental

Forest, Cascade Head Scenic Area, and Neskowin Crest

Research Natural Area).

Forest research and related timber management have

been the main use of the land over the past years. Rec-

reational use has been fairly heavy, and has generally

been for purposes of hiking, viewing the scenery, and

meditation or so1i-ude.

5. Coastline Unit

This unit consists of a relatively narrow strip of

land along the Coast, both north and south of the Salmon

River, as shown in red. Topography is very steep, and

landslide and slump areas are common The nialority o

the lands in this unit are in public or quasi-public

ownership at the present time.



The most notable exception to this is the Bell property in

the southwest portion of the study area. The Department

of the Interior, Bureau of Sport Fisheries and Wildlife has

jurisdiction over the offshore rocks. Viewing and meditation

are the dominant uses in this unit, arid hiking provides the

most compatible means of access. Extreme caution is nec-

essary in trail location in this unit, due to the previously

mentioned slump areas. Even then, the area's geologic

hazards present a dangerous situation to the careless or

uninformed user.

Fish and wildlife values are moderately high, primarily

due to the sea lion colonies which periodically visit the

coastal coves arid offshore rocks, and the various non-game

birds and animals found throughout the unit

6. Sand Dune and Spit Unit

The lands in this unit are adjacent to the YWCA's property

on the south side of the Salmon River, and are shown in

yellow on the attached map. Elevations range from sea level

to approximately 20 feet. A portion of the land in this unit

lies below the vegetation line, as defined in the State of

Oregon's Beach Law, and is, therefore, in public ownership.

The remainder of the lands in the unit are in the ownership

of the YWCA.
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The area's remoteness and lack of public access, other

than by water, have kept it relatively natural and unspoiled.

Because of this, the use of the area has been primarily limited

to those individuals and groups using the YWCA's Camp Westwind.

Educational groups have also periodically used the area for

nature study activities.

The major element of the unit's scenic qualities lies

in its contribution to the total setting of the study area,

rather than as a separate entity. It is what completes

the uniqueness of the natural character of the study area.

B. SUITABLE LAND USES

The basic premise in this section of the report is that land

should not be used to produce something that t cannot be expected

to continue to produce in perpetuity In other words, if a use

would reduce or destroy the natural capability and productivity

of the land, then this use is not suitable for that given area of

land, This gives a measure of what the land can bear.

The lands presently under National Forest administration;

Cascade Head Experimental Forest, Cascade Head Scenic Area, and

the Neskowin Crest Research Natural Area will continue to be

managed under their present classifications, and for the respec-

tive purposes for which they were established.

A list of thirty possible land uses was compiled for the non-

National Forest lands within the study area, From the list, each
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of these uses was rated as high, moderate, low or unsuitable, as

a use in each of the six management units. The complete list of

possible land uses may be found in the Appendix of this report.

The land use suitability ratings are defined as follows:

High Suitability - The land can be easily used for this

purpose over long periods of time with very few problems and

no adverse effects on the environment.

Moderate Suitabiljt1 - The land can accommodate this use,but

it may be necessary to expend additional amounts of time and money

in the planning, development, and management of the use to insure

that the natural values of the area are not impaired

Low Suitability - It is next to impossible to use the land

for this use without a relatively major reclamation project, and

in all likelihood the environment would be severely degraded.

Unsuitable - The land cannot physically be used for this

use.

Any proposed land use rated as low suitability or unsuitable

cannot be considered as a feasible land use alternative because

it would impair or severely degrade the productive capacity of

the land. Land uses rated as high suitability and moderate

suitability become possible alternatives.

The following list of suitable uses for each unit are not

arranged in any type of priority ranking:
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1. Estuary and Associated Wetlands Unit

From the list of possible land uses, the following

uses were identified as those which are considered to be

either highly or noderately suitable for this unit. These

uses could be allowed to continue without impairing the

natural character or productivity of the lands in the unit.

a. Fish and wildlife production and habitat main-

tenance.

b. Formally conducted research activities.

c. Educational activities of the classroom field trip

type.

d. Sport fishing, including clam digging and crabbing.

e. Non-motorized pleasure boating.

f. Viewing scenery.

g. Agricultural, forage production and grazing.

h. Waterfowl hunting.

All other uses are considered to be of low suitability

or unsuitable.

2. Lower Slope - Dispersed Residential Unit

The following land uses are considered suitable for

this unit:

a. Dispersed residential occupancy.

b. Agricultural, grazing.

c. Management for timber production.

d. Extensive recreation such as hiking, viewing

scenery, horseback riding, and driving for pleasure.
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e. Intensive recreation.

f. Road and trail construction.

g. Formally conducted research arid general educa-

tional activities.

h. Fish and wildlife production.

i. Watershed protection and management.

All other uses are considered to be of low suitability

or unuitable.

3. Upper Timbered Slope Unit

The following land uses are considered suitable for

this unit:

a. Management for timber production.

b. Extensive recreation such as viewing scenery,

hiking, horseback riding, and solitude.

c. Road and trail construction.

d. Research and educational activities.

e. Fish and wildlife production and habitat mainte-

nance.

f Watershed protection and management

All other uses are considered to be low suitability or

unsuitable.

L Headlands Unit

The following land uses are considered suitable for

this unit:

a. Management for timber production.
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b. Extensive recreation, such as hiking, viewing

scenery, and meditation.

c. Research and educational activities.

d. Wildlife production and habitat maintenance.

e. Watershed protection and management.

All other uses are considered unsuitable.

5. Coastline Unit

The highly or moderately suitable uses for this unit

are:

a. Extensive recreation, such as hiking, viewing

scenery, and meditation.

B. Education and research activities.

c. Fish and wildlife production and habitat

maintenance.

6. Sand Dune and Spit Unit

The following land uses are considered suitable for

this unit:

a. Extensive recreation, such as hiking, viewing

scenery, beach combing, meditation, and sport fishing.

b. Educational nature hike activities.
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V MANAGEMENT ASSUMPTIONS

Based on an analysis of the inventory data assembled by the Siuslaw

National Forest from other agencies and the public input, a number of

assumptions concerning the management of the Cascade Head - Salmon River

area have been developed

There are of course certain laws, regulations, and ordinances under

the jurisdiction of the Federal, State, and local Governments which already

impose restrictions on land use. The most notable of these are air and

water quality standards and county land use zoning.

The following assumptions reflect public wants and needs, but

only to the extent that these wants and needs are in harmony with the

natural values of the study area:

1 Agriculture will play a decreasing role in its proportionate

contribution to the total economy of the area

2 The value of the etuary, as a relatively natural and unspoiled

area, will increase in importance as the other bays and

estuaries of Oregon and the Nation become further developed

and degraded.

3 Hunting pressure will increase throughout the State as a

whole Within the study area non-consumptive esthetic use

of the wildlife resource will also increase

k The demand for the only known mineral resources of the study

area, low quality road rock, is not significant, and will

not become so in the future

5 The value of the scenic resource, if maintained, will increase

in importance as a human value
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6 The demand for recreational opportunities along the Oregon

Coast will continue to increase.

1. The recreation - tourism, timber, and commercial fishing

industries will continue to be major contributors to the

economy of the involved counties.

8. Research, scientific and educational studies of the flora

and fauna of the area can make a significant contribution

to man's activities in managing similar areas In addition,

the presence of an unspoiled estuary will make a significant

contribution to general education at both the college and

pre-college levels

9. The demand for forest products can be expected to continue

to increase, although riot necessarily in its present propor-

tions of percentages of sawlogs, veneer logs, and roundwood.

10. Upstream activities will continue to play a vital role

in maintaining the ecological balance of the estuary.

11. Continued dispersed residential growth will increase the

demand for water to the point where community facilities and

storage of surface water will become necessary

12. The demand for rec'eation - residence occupancy sites will

continue to put additional demands on the natural values of

the area
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13 As dispersed residential growth continues, an increase in

commercial service facilities can be expected also.

iLl. The historical values of the area will increase with the

passage of time.

15. The forest research activities conducted at the Cascade

Head Experimental Forest will continue to make significant

contributions in management of the spruce - hemlock forest

type for private and public land managers.

15 There is an increasing need for the existing Cascade Head

Scenic Area and the Neskowin Crest Research Natural Area
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IVI. LAND MANAGEMENT ALTERNATIVES AND FOREST RECOMMENDATIONS

ISuitable land, uses have the potential to complement or elirdnate

other suitable uses. To arrive at the best combination of suitable

Iuses, it is necessary to analyze the degree of compatibility between

I
these uses. Compatibility attempts to measure how well two or more

uses can be carried on at the same time on the same piece of land.

IWhen several suitable uses are also highly compatible, the greatest

multiple use benefits can be expected.

IThe compatibility rankings are defined as:

IHigh Compatibility - Planned uses can occur at the same time and

may actually complement each other.

Moderate Compatibility - Planned uses can occur on the same

Ipiece of land, but perhaps not at the same time. May be necessary to

place some restrictions on each use.

I
Low Compatibility - Planned uses can occur on the same piece of

1 land, but probably not at optimum levels for either use.

IIncompatible - Planned uses cannot occur on the same piece of

land at the same time.

I

I
1

I

I
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It is impractical, if not nearly impossible, to arrange all of

the possible combinations of suitable and compatible land uses into

alternatives of management for each unit. For this reason, the alter-

natives shown represent only those which are considered to be the most

feasible, although all alternatives have been considered. These sug-

gested broad alternatives are intended to apply only to the non-National

Forest lands in each unit.

The Forest recognizes that within portions of the various manage-

ment units there are certain existing non-conforming uses which are not

practical to attempt to correct at one point in time These are (1)

Uses which, in our opinion, should not have been initiated, as they are

in conflict with the natural values of the unit, or (2) Uses which have

altered the natural features of the unit to make the use suitable to a

degree An example of the latter is the diking of portions of the salt

marsh for agricultural purposes.

We recommend that any existing uses, even those in conflict with

the natural values of the area, be allowed to continue. However, the

option should remain open to acquire the lands on which these uses occur,

either now or in the future, on a willing seller basis

The following recommendations apply only to those lands within the

study area which are not presently under National Forest administration

As previous stated, the existing National Forest lands will continue to

be managed for the purposes for which they were originally established
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A. ESTUARY AND ASSOCIATED WETLANDS UNIT

It is believed that all. of the suitable land uses for this

unit, as stated in Section IV-B-1, are either highly or moderately

compatible.

Alternative 1 - This management unit may be managed to pro-

tect and perpetuate the fish and wildlife, scenic, and research-

educational values of the area.

Alternative 2 - This unit may be managed to protect and

perpetuate the fish and wildlife, scenic, research - educational

values of the area, along with dispersed r'ecreation in the form

of sport fishing and non-motorized pleasure boating.

Alternative 3 - This unit may be managed to protect and

perpetuate the fish and wildlife, scenic, research - educational

values, while allowing dispersed recreation in the form of sport

fishing, non-motorized pleasure boating and waterfowl hunting.

Alternative 4 - This unit may be managed as in number 3,

except that motorized boats could be allowed to use the existing

boat launch facilities for access to the ocean, but not be

allowed to operate within the bay or river.

Alternative S - This unit may be managed to protect and

perpetuate the fish and wildlife, scenic, and research - educa-

tional values, while allowing dispersed recreation in the form

of sport fishing, non-motorized pleasure boating, and waterfowl

hunting Agriculture (grazinp or forage production) could be

allowed to continue at least until such time as a decision is

reached on the feasibility of breaching the dikes
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FOREST RECOMMENDATIONS

The possibility exists that at some point in the future the

ea could become commercially or industrially developed. For this

reason, the Estuary and Associated Wetlands Unit, perhaps more than

any other, deserves and requires protection through public ownership.

Every effort, including the exercise of the Power of Eminent Domain,

should be exerted to acquire all lands in this unit except those

which are presently developed or improved. The Forest believes

that Alternative 5 provides the most feasible plan for the nr1nage-

ment of thi.s unit The Forest also reconvnends that aur-vsdtctional

powers over the surface waters of the waterway remain with the

approprt.ate Federal, State, and County authort.ties However, we

beli.eve t may be destrable, prunart.ly for reasons of safety and

access, to allow motorized boats to use the existing boat launch

facility in Section 23 of Township 6 South, Range 11 West, Willarn-

ette Meridian, as an access point to and from the ocean and to the

YWCA's Camp Westwind.
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B. LOWER SLOPE - DISPERSED RESIDENTIAL UNIT

From the suitable land uses (see Section IV-B-2) which are

either highly or moderately compatible, the following alternatives

have been developed:

Alternative 1 This unit may be managed to maintain the

scenic, soil and watershed, and fish and wildlife values, while

allowing extensive recreation in the form of hiking, horseback

riding, and driving for pleasure.

Alternative 2 - This unit may be managed to maintain the

scenic, soil and watershed, and fish and wildlife values.

Alternative 3 - This unit may be managed to maintain the

scenic, soil and watershed, and fish and wildlife values, while

allowing dispersed residential occupancy, intensive recreation,

and agricultural use

FOREST RECOMMENDATIONS

Alternatives 1 and 2, while perhaps highly desirable, probably

border on being irirpractical from the point of feasibility. The

Forest believes that Alternative 3 provides the most practical

method of managing the lands in this unit for maximum benefit to

the people, and at the same time, affordt.ng protectwn to the

natural values of the area.

If carefully planned, develoriment can and should be allowed

to continue Unfortunately, however, inchvi..dual plans appear to

be laakz.ng i.n many i.nstances From an economtc and esthet..c
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standpoint, residential development should take place in clusters

and groups which are on the edges of the openings or tucked into

the woodlands, and situated on the most suitable physical sites.

This pattern of development, clusters, is in conflict though with

county zoning and soil, water, and sanitary limitations of the

area. Also, concentratsd development is often what the purchasers

of recreation residences are trying to escape from.

Strict adherence to, and enforcement of, all State Water

quality standards and county sanitation requirements will be

absolutely necessary to protect the values of thi.s uni.t and the

adjacent estuary.

The majority of the lands in this unit will undoubtedly

remain in private ownership. However, the lands in this unit

should be included in any proposed National Forest boundary mod-

ification. This would allow the Forest to acquire partial land

interests, such as scenic or conservation easements, to maintain

the scenic qualities of the rolling hills adjacent to the nursh-

lands, with compensation to the landowner based on the full

development potential of the tract within existing county zoning

regulations. To further insure that the natural values of the

wnt are protected, fee ownershtp by the Un-t.ted States ehould be

acqui.red whenever a wtll-t.ng seller relationship xi.sts
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C. UPPER TIMBERED SLOPE UNIT

The following alternatives have been developed for this unit

from the most compatible of the suitable land uses (See Section

IV-B-3):

Alternative 1 - This unit may be managed for optimum timber

production and management, with associated road construction and

watershed protection.

Alternative 2 - This unit may be managed for its scenic

values, fish and wildlife, watershed protection, and restricted

timber production and management and associated roads

Alternative 3 - This unit may be managed for extensive

recreation such as hiking, meditation and viewing scenery, research

and educational activities, fish and wildlife, watershed protec-

tion and scenic management, but no timber management.

Alternative - This unit may be managed for its scenic

qualities, fish and wildlife, watershed protection, extensive

recreation, research and educational activities, and restricted

timber production and management and associated roads.

FOREST RECOMMENDATIONS

The Forest beli..eves Alternatwe 4 1-8 the most feas1-ble

Alternative 2, while quite similar, would not allow extensive

recreation because it is assumed that the lands would remain in
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private, ownership under this alternative. Partial land interests

could be acquired to maintain the scenic qualities of the area,

but generally these easements do not allow for actual entry upon

the landa by the public.

It ts assumed that the large ttmber compani-es whtch own the

nrzjority of the private lands in this unit would prefer to sell

or exchange out of their lands rather than encumber them with

partial land interests. This then would allow the Forest to

acquire these lands in fee, thereby allowing extensive recreation

as in Alternative 4.

Timber management and road building activities will neces-

sarily require careful planning and execution to insure that there

are no adverse effects on the other values of the unit. Properly

done, these actwz.ttes have the opportuni.ty to enhance the sceni-c

qualities of the area. Informational signing could also be provided

to explain the purpose of the various forest practices and thereby

enlighten the forest visitors.

The other pri.vate lands wi.tht.n the un'i.t, those not owned by

timber companies, should be acquired in fee by the United States.

As an alternative to fee ownership, partial land interests or

coo peratwe agreements should be entered i.nto to insure protection

of the uni-t's scentc va7ues
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D. HEADLANDS UNIT

The suitable uses for this unit may be found in Section

IV-B-'. This unit may be managed in the following ways:

Alternative 1 - The unit may be managed for optimum timber

production and manage1nent, watershed management, fish and wildlife.

Alternative 2 - The unit may be managed with emphasis on

the scenic values, watershed, fish and wildlife, and restricted

timber production and management.

Alternative 3 - The unit may be managed for extensive rec-

reation, research and educational activities, fish and wildlife,

watershed and scenic management, but no timber management.

Alternative L - The unit may be managed for its scenic

qualities, extensive recreation, research - education, fish and

wildlife, watershed protection, and restricted timber production

and management.

FOREST RECOMMENDATIONS

The Forest recommends Alternati.ve 4 as the proper course of

management for this unit. Basically the same reasoning applies

here as for the Upper Tunbered Slope Urn.t Alternati.ve 4 would

allow extensive recreational activities, and asewnes that the

United States would acquire fee ownership wherever poseibic. This

i-s be li-eyed to be a vali-d assumpti-on, as the Nature Conservancy,

the largest si-n qie landowner i-n thi-s uni-t, has already offered

their land to the Forest Service.
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Timber management activities, especially those associated

with forestry research, should be allowed in this unit, as they

have the ability to improve and enhance the scenic qualities of

the unit.
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S. COASTLINE UNIT

All of the suitable land uses for this unit, as statei in

Section IV-B-5, are considered to be highly or moderately com-

patible. Therefore, the area should be managed to protect and

maintain the scenic values, and to provide protection for the

non-game birds and animals of the unit. Extensive recreation

of the day-use type sho.uld be allowed, as should educational

and research activities.

FORE.ST RECOMMENDATIONS

The Forest believes this unit should be rnaqed to nrjximiz

the previously stated suitable and compatible land uses, with

special attention given to preserving the scenic values of the

unit.

The parcel of privately owned land in the southwest corner

of the study area should be acquired in fee by the United States,

even though the area is zoned by Lincoln County for single family

residences (R-1). The geologic hazards of this area, coupled

with the adverse effects on the scenic values of Roads End Head,

when vi..ewed from north of the Salmon Rwer, make thi.s an undesvr-

able parcel to develop for homesites.

Part i.al land t.nterests or cooperatwe aqreements should be

entered into with the YWCA to insure the protection of the scenic

values of this portion of the unit.
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F. SAND DUNE AND SPIT UNIT

All of the suitable land uses for this unit (see Section

IV-B-6) are considered to be highly or moderately compatible.

The unit should be managed to protect the scentc qualities,

while allowing for extensive recreation such as hiking, beach-

combing, sport fishing, and meditation and educational nature

study activities.

FOREST RECOMMEZJDA TIONS

The Forest reconvnends that this unit be managed to protect

the scenic qualities Of the unit, while allowing extensive recrea-

tion and nature study activities.

The present ownersi zip of the majority of the lands in this

unit, the YWCI4, is probably what has kept the area relatively

natural and unspoiled. Scenic easements or a cooperative agree-

ment on the management of the YWCA land8 8hould be entered into

by the United States.
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